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Abstract
We now know that harmful social policies, such as those that deny health care to some people, can generate structural violence and be far more harmful than any type of direct violence. A health professional who engages in public health promotion must thus consider the adverse effects of structural violence generated by bad policies. On this view, the dictum, “first, do no harm,” can be interpreted as a mandate to protect patients from injustice. Health care professionals’ responsibilities extend to motivating policies that prevent avoidable deaths and disabilities. As we exist within an ecology, we must each recognize our responsibility to care for one another and for the larger human community.

And that we are all responsible to all for all
Fyodor Dostoevsky [1]

Introduction
We now know that weak health systems, poor education, defective social services, and harsh criminal justice systems are not just potent stimulants of violence but are forms of structural violence [2]. Structural violence, according to Johan Galtung, is violence “built into the structure” that “shows up as unequal power and consequently as unequal life chances” [3], which is distinct from simple, behavioral violence [2]. The fundamental principle of the Hippocratic Oath, primum non nocere, or “first, do no harm,” in some versions refers to an ethical mandate to keep from injustice [4]. The oath has greater implications for justice in the contemporary context, since we now understand better that unjust social structures give rise to insidious harm. The deleterious effects of structural violence are in fact staggering: by one estimate, it causes up to 18 million deaths around the world per year [5], more than ten times greater than all the deaths from suicides, homicides, and warfare combined [6]. If the World Health Organization counted it among causes of death [7], it would certainly fall within the top ten. These are deaths that would have been prevented in a global system of perfect equality; they are caused “by poverty and unjust social, political, and economic institutions, systems, or structures” [8].
While perfect equality might not be achievable, it is useful for health professionals to be mindful of the immense implications of social injustice, or structural violence, for health. Each generation must redefine what “doing no harm” means for its time, and we try to do this here with the knowledge we now have about the violence that is embedded in social structures, including the unequal distribution of health care. Doing no harm may require preventing the occurrence of further harm and learning how to transform destructive social structures into caring ones.

The Meaning of “Do No Harm”

Doing no harm can reasonably be taken to mean avoiding committing obvious harms—that is, direct violence, such as murder, assault, or verbal abuse. However, the multidetermined nature of violence, no matter the scale, suggests that causes of violence are not always direct. For example, a critical predictor of interpersonal violence levels is income inequality [9]. In the twentieth century, the rate of homicide similarly paralleled increases in economic disparities between rich and poor [10]. Economic inequalities within nations also correlate with rises in civil strife and terrorism [11, 12]. Even the rate of suicide, or self-directed violence, increases with rises in unemployment [13]. Scientific evidence increasingly supports that violence is the result not just of individual dynamics but of relationships, family, community, and society [14]. Risk factors for violence operating on all these levels interact in what is called the ecological model of violence described by the World Health Organization (WHO) [14].

Once we recognize that ecology connects every person with everyone else as well as with the environment that we create through our collective decision making, we must accept the words of the wise elder of The Brothers Karamazov: “For no one can judge a criminal, until he recognizes that he is just such a criminal as the man standing before him” [15]. Labeling violence as an individual problem can no longer hold with what we now know; scientific evidence forces us to look at the larger social and economic structures that give rise to waves of violence, locally and throughout the globe. Doing no harm thus means preventing further—and, if possible, reducing—structural violence.

Similarly, the attempt to treat every ill patient is an uphill battle if we do not address the ecological factors involved in healthful living, health education, and health care access that influence whether someone gets ill in the first place. Working to prevent avoidable deaths and disabilities—which unjust social structures create—by advocating for just distribution of health care and other social resources should, therefore, become an integral part of a physician’s role [16].

Policy, Structural Violence, and Health Care

With the knowledge and technological capacities we now have, and with the resources at our disposal, we can no longer justify ignoring forms of structural violence that produce greater mortality than direct violence [5]. While wars, genocides, and massacres might
grab headlines, these are not as lethal or as insidious as the violence that social structures generate, as we suggested earlier. Perhaps most illustrative of this situation is the recent political push to “repeal and replace” the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, or the Affordable Care Act (ACA), instituted into law on March 23, 2010 [17]. Despite the ACA’s achieving historically high rates of health insurance coverage in the US [18], in 2017 it was repeatedly in danger of being repealed without a satisfactory replacement. By most analyses, this is occurring for reasons of political structure. If successful, the consequences of partial repeal through the American Health Care Act would have been the loss of health insurance for up to 24 million people [19] and avoidable deaths estimated at 27,700 to 96,200 annually by 2026 as a direct result [20]. Through one legislative change, millions of lives would be at risk, and while politicians may see repeal as a matter of partisan ideology, health professionals consider its implications for health and disease, or life and death. The ACA and attempts to repeal it is just one illustration of how a simple adjustment of structure can be life changing for millions [21].

Not only is politics “nothing but medicine at a larger scale,” as Rudolf Virchow noted [22]; bad politics can become a generator of poor health. It is an anomaly that the US, the earth’s wealthiest nation, has not joined 58 other (developed and developing) nations in providing health coverage for all its citizens [23]. It is also an anomaly that the US is the only nation on the planet that has not agreed to join the Paris Climate Agreement [24], which is intended to prevent the climate devastations that could affect numerous lives and have direct and indirect health effects [25]. Structural violence operates through the institution and acceptance of unjust social structures, such as the denial of health care or the right to fair living conditions to certain segments of the population. And we have greater power in deciding how to organize our social structures—and what we are willing to accept—than we commonly believe [26]. Legislation that reduces inequities and destitution, on the other hand, can also reduce vast needs for welfare assistance, resentments and competition, and epidemics of violent deaths [27]. Health injustice usually operates in conjunction with other forms of structural violence, such as inequalities in education, so that those who are deprived might not recognize the sources of their deprivation—or worse, their own contributions to it—with the result that economic, political, legal, and social disadvantages exacerbate and perpetuate health injustice.

**Reducing Structural Violence in Health Care and the Human Ecology**

Amid changing conditions, active health advocacy for equal access to health care has become one of health professionals’ primary obligations [28]. As we wrote elsewhere, physicians, “who have a negative duty not to harm and a positive duty to promote health, must pay attention to the larger social and cultural forces that determine who will fall ill in the first place and who will be provided relief” [29]. We further noted, citing Arya and Santa Barbara [30], “When health professionals work for optimal health care delivery,
they are working against violence and participating in the struggle for peace” [29]. What might be called “caring well” is at the heart of justice. Such caring arises from a sense of the ethical duty that informs decisions about how to distribute education and resources within a society to facilitate the health and well-being of its members [29]. As agents endowed with moral capacity and not mere technicians, clinicians must have a wider sense of ethical responsibility than is called for by their work role [31]. For the physician who “cares well,” doing no harm means not participating in legally authorized executions [32] or forced interrogation [33], as well as discouraging their use in the first place. Caring well in mental health [34], in criminal justice [35], and even in international security—where the United Nations has declared that the key to development and peace is in creating a more inclusive society in which “no one will be left behind” [36]—is also an effective preventative for all forms of violence.

**Caring Well through Reducing Structural Violence**

Any reforms in health care delivery would be incomplete without taking into account the wider ecology—relationships, family, community, and society—to which we all belong. We can shape and contribute to this ecology in ways that either help to promote justice and health or worsen our overall condition by benefiting some over the thriving of all. Since we do not start in a neutral state given the presence of structural violence, we need to develop and establish a foundation for caring well. This concept of doing no harm, or calibrating to a state of no harm, includes an active caring for all. It is none too soon: our capacity for violence has reached unacceptable levels, as we are the first species on earth to threaten its own extinction—either instantaneously through thermonuclear war or insidiously but permanently through the destruction of our habitat. If we are not overly concerned about this fact, then that should be a cause for greater concern. Not treating others well, dividing ourselves into in-groups and out-groups, and allowing for lethal injustices and inequities to continue can only worsen the threat to our collective survival.

We as physicians can extend our model for caring for the individual into the areas of health advocacy and good governance. The ultimate prevention model in health care is not just to alleviate suffering but to keep it from arising in the first place; hence, alleviating harm involves understanding the ripple effect that social structures have through our human ecology and how we are all responsible for all. What the World Health Organization has advocated—to help attain for all people “the highest possible level of health” [37]—thus promises to bring about enhanced health for each individual.

Ethics involves a continual application of principles to changing circumstances. While perfect justice may not be attainable, health professionals can engage in a continual effort to improve societal conditions, including injustices and inequality, which literally translates into saving lives. In a state of society wherein stasis is not an option, doing no
harm might mean preventing the occurrence of further harm by thinking creatively about how to transform unjust social structures into caring ones.
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